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Artwork activity Adventure trail
Answers:  *26.   **Circle.

Clue Look up! I’m here to welcome you, outside the Raymond Terrace entrance.

How many boomerangs can you count?*

_________________________________________

Cross boomerangs were used by Aboriginal 
boys and men in throwing competitions.  
What are you good at?

_____________________________________________

The cross boomerang is a symbol of protection. 
Did you bring something with you to hospital 
for protection? (Ideas - a teddy, a toy, your 
favourite pyjamas).

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

The Glad Tomorrow 
Artist: Tony Albert (Girramay, East Cape region, 
Kuku Yalanji, East Cape region).

Find

Find

Clue Can you see me from Levels 2 
and 6? I’m in the big atrium lightwell 
on the eastern side of the hospital.

 Can you see... 

ME     Yes     No           WE     Yes     No

We, We, We. Who’s your favourite group?  
(Ideas - your family, your friends, your team).

______________________________________________

Me, Me, Me. Draw a picture of yourself here: 
Find

Me Me Deaming 2014
Artist: Richard Bell (Kamilaroi, Kooma, Jiman, 
Gurang Gurang).

Waru Kazi.  
Artist Brian Robinson 

(Waiben - Thursday Island).

Clue Look down! Can you find 3 turtles outside the Raymond Terrace entrance?

Look at the beautiful patterns around the 
turtles. What do you think these look like?  

______________________________________________ 
(Ideas - coral, plants, animal tracks, waves).

Look around the turtles, can you find... 

What shape are the turtle discs?**

____________________________________________

What else is a circle shape?

______________________________________________ 
(Ideas - the Sun, Earth, petri dishes, lenses).

Clue I’m in a  
series on Level 6. 
I’m near the B lifts  
- go through the 
glass doors.

Artist Dylan has 
included people 
and things that  
are important to 
him as a proud 
Indigenous man. 

Can you find...

Queer, Blak and Here 
Artist: Dylan Mooney (Yuwi man from 
Mackay, Torres Strait Islander man 
from Erub and Badu Islands and 
Australian born South Sea Islander)

Find


